
People accomplish a variety of tasks throughout the day. From simple comfort 
to high ergonomic performance, there’s a Very chair for everyone. This family 
of seating offers versatility in aesthetic choices and visual consistency in design 
throughout the building. With patented lumbar support, asymmetrical control, 
and supportive mesh or knit, the Very task chair and stool provide personalized 
comfort—enhancing the sitting experience so people can stay productive. 

Very®

Task Seating



Designed for Every Body
Very seating was born out of science-led comfort, offering 
ergonomic support for people at work. Easy-to-use adjustments 
let each person tune the chair to fit their needs. Equipped with our 
patented asymmetrical lumbar support and breathable suspension 
mesh or knit, the Very task chair and stool are designed to react to 
your body’s movements for optimal comfort.

Features
Haworth collaborates with ergonomic research and development 
partners to understand the physical relationship between a person 
and a seating surface. We apply this knowledge to create ergonomic 
and comfortable solutions that best support people in the seated 
position.

Optional asymmetrical adjustable lumbar – Adjusts to the  
natural curvature of your spine for support on the right and/or  
left side.

Mesh back – Provides comfort and flexibility, supporting your  
back in all postures.

Optional knit back – Presents a contemporary look and feel 
that combines the breathability of mesh with the warmer, softer 
aesthetic of fabric, while providing passive ergonomic support 
through intentional variations in stitching.

Optional upholstered back jacket – Offers additional comfort  
for longer periods of sitting, as well as aesthetic detail.

Seating

Seat – Supports your thighs and alleviates pressure on the back  
of the knees through upholstered foam and standard 3" seat  
depth adjustability.

Pneumatic seat height – Ensures lower limb comfort and eye level; 
low-position base available.

Mechanism – Enables a comfortable, relaxed posture through 
balanced 3-point tilt.

Standard back lock – Allows you to lock the seat back in an upright 
position for computer tasks.

Base – Choose from a standard plastic 5-star base, or optional 
painted or polished aluminum 5-star base. (Low-position base not 
available in polished aluminum.)

Arms – Ensure comfort and proper support in different working 
postures; choose from 4D, height-adjustable, or fixed arms with soft 
arm caps; armless model also available.

Optional forward tilt – Adjusts 5° degrees downward from initial 
position to support an upright, forward posture.

Optional headrest – Articulates and adjusts to support your head 
and neck. 

Casters – Available in hard or soft to address workspace needs.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Choose from seven standard mesh colors—for quiet sophistication or 
vibrant diversity. An optional knit back delivers a warmer, residential 
aesthetic in five color choices. Optional upholstered back jacket 
available in all fabrics as well as leather and faux leather.

Certifications
• GREENGUARD® Gold certified
• BIFMA level 3® certified
• May contribute toward LEED® credits.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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